
Tissue, Fringed & Cone Paper Flowers

Flowers are one of those embellishments that stands the test of 
time. Here author Ronda Palazzari shares some of her favorite 
flower tutorials—perfect for adding the finishing touches to any 
of your pieces.

These techniques from Art of Layers 
use everyday paper products to 
mimic the transparency, delicacy, 
color and texture of Mother Nature’s 
glory. We’re certain you’ll find dozens 
of ways to use them!

To learn more about or purchase  Art 
of Layers by Ronda Palazzari, click 
here.

www.CreateMixedMedia.com

Art of Layers is published by North Light Books, 
an imprint of F+W Media, Inc.
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Sewing TrinkeT Box

As i child, i always wanted to do things on my own. i was always want-
ing to learn. when i was six, i asked my momma to teach me to sew. 
i wanted more clothes for my baby doll. we couldn’t always afford the 
ones from the store, so i decided to make them. She taught me to use the 
sewing machine and to create miniature outfits. i was always playing in 
her button jar looking for accessories. This little trinket box reminds me 
of all those little memories and how my love for sewing keeps growing.

Supplies: ATC Trinket Shadow Box, chandelier bead, chipboard, flowers, spray ink, stick pins, wood spools (Maya Road); brad, safety pins 
(Making Memories); brad (My Mind’s Eye); chipboard, journal cards, patterned paper, stick pins, stickers, wood spools (Jenni Bowlin); 
chipboard, stickers (Crate Paper); drawer pull, metal corners (7 Gypsies); glass bottle, glass glitter, vintage bobbin (Etsy Kenner Road); paint, 
stamp ink (Ranger Industries); patterned paper (Lily Bee Designs);  twine (The Twinery); other: vintage buttons, tissue paper, book paper

Flowers are one of those embellishments that stand the test of time. I often try to 
mimic nature’s creations with paper or transparencies. Here, you will see some of 
my favorite flower tutorials that will add the finishing touches to any of your pieces. 

tissue, fringed and 
cone paper flowers

(From Art of Layers by Ronda Palazzari, 2012; courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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paper love
This technique also works great using 
old book pages or dictionary pages. 
You can string lots of patterned 
papers and tissue papers on baker’s 
twine to make a fun home décor 
banner that can adorn any fireplace 
mantle, door frame, or window. Stream 
them along the ceiling for a new twist 
on party streamers.  
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Using an old 

tissue pattern 

paper, fold tissue 

paper in half and 

then in half again. 

The fold width is 

determined by your 

punch size.

Using a 

scalloped circle 

punch, carefully 

slip the tissue paper 

into the punch and 

punch out 4 scalloped 

circles. Move the 

scalloped circle punch 

down the tissue 

paper and punch 

again to gather 

another 4 scalloped 

circles.

Stack all 

punched 

scalloped pieces of 

tissue paper together 

into one piece. Using 

a paper piercer, 

punch a small hole 

in the center of all 

8 scalloped circles 

and place the brad 

in the center of the 

scalloped circles.

Using your 

fingers, pull 

layer by layer, the 

scalloped tissue 

paper toward the 

center, scrunching 

the piece as you pull. 

Materials: tissue pattern paper, 
scalloped punch, paper piercer, brad

Tissue Flower

(From Art of Layers by Ronda Palazzari, 2012; courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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Fringed Flower
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Using a 2" 

(5cm) circle 

punch, cut out at 

least 6 circle punches 

of patterned paper

Stack all 

punched circle 

pieces of patterned 

paper together. Using 

a paper piercer, 

punch a small hole 

in the center of all 6 

punched circles and 

place brad in the 

center of the circles. 

Attach the brad to 

the center.

Using a pair of 

sharp scissors, 

cut from the outside 

of the circle towards 

the center of the 

circle creating a 

fringe around the 

entire circle.

Using your 

fingers, pull the 

first layer of fringed 

punched circle 

toward the center. 

keep repeating this 

technique, pulling 

up each layer 

towards the center. 

i Hope YoU DAnce

i love adding flowers to layouts but 
on this one i didn’t want them over-
whelming the page. i first created the 
small paper flower using a textured 
patterned paper. The second flower 
toward the top was created using old 
book pages and the same technique i 
used on the tissue paper flower. Strips 
of patterned paper are another of my 
go-to designs in scrapbooking. For 
this layout i cut strips of patterned 
paper the same size, laid them next to 
each other and stitched them down. 

Materials: patterned paper, 
circle punch, paper piercer, 
brad, scissors

(From Art of Layers by Ronda Palazzari, 2012; courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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Using a paper 

trimmer, cut a 

4"×4" (10cm×10cm) 

square from a piece 

of patterned paper. 

Using a pencil, draw 

a spiral shape circle 

from the outside 

edge to the center of 

the paper making a 
1⁄2" (13mm) circle in 

the center (See cone 

Flower template on 

page 122). Using 

sharp scissors, cut out 

the spiral starting at 

the outside edge and 

continuing toward the 

middle of the circle.

working from 

the inside of the 

spiral piece toward the 

outside, roll the paper 

piece around loosely 

creating a cone shape.

Apply liquid glue 

to the outside 

edge, pressing and 

holding the piece in 

place until the glue is 

dry.

Apply liquid glue 

to the center 

circle piece and place 

the conical flower 

down on the center, 

holding it in place until 

the glue dries. Using a 

paper piercer, punch 

a small hole in the 

center of the flower 

and place the brad in 

the center. 

Supplies: alphabet (BasicGrey); bling, 
cardstock, pen (American Crafts); chipboard, 
sheer die-cut (Maya Road); ink, paint (Ranger 
Industries); patterned paper (Basic Grey, Jenni 
Bowlin, Lily Bee Designs, Sassafras Lass); 
spray ink (Maya Road, Tattered Angels); 
stamp (Cocoa Daisy Kits); trim (May Arts)

Materials: patterned paper, paper 
trimmer, pencil, scissors, liquid 
glue, paper piercer, brad

*Cone Flower template on page 122.

Cone Flower

(From Art of Layers by Ronda Palazzari, 2012; courtesy of CreateMixedMedia.com)
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